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In the 1970s, along with the other forms of archi-
tectural representation, the scale model began to
attract attention as an object itself. Exhibitions and
scholarly works concentrated more on the models
as media of architectural conception and important
communicational tools. Before that time it was
unusual for museums to focus on models and they
were usually included alongside other forms of
architectural representation in the shows and were
meant to illustrate current projects.1 In England
more model-based shows appeared in the 1970s
with increasing frequency having models as objects
in there collections that could be viewed in there
non right. This initiative shifted to America and in
1976 in New York was held the ﬁrst exhibition that
truly focused on the model itself—“The Idea as
Model.” While arguing that models like architectur-
al drawings, could have a great artistic and concep-
tual power and gain more importance in design and
communication, the catalogue published in 1981
posited also that “models assume greater impor-
tance (or “reality”) during periods of radical change,
when architecture is shifting direction”.2 This state-
ment sounds amazingly true for the practices of
some contemporary architects, whose thinking
ﬂourishes in the moment of rapid development of
the technologies for digital reproduction and circu-
lation of architectural images.3 The recent architec-
tural exhibition „Content” showcased the work of
the Ofﬁce for Metropolitan Architecture of Rem
Koolhaas and witnessed for a similar revival of the
importance of the scale models as objects that are
to be viewed and appreciated in their own right
(not merely as physical illustrations of architectural
projects and ideas; ﬁg. 1).
Thought as a liberation of the architect from his
heavy material duties (of drawing and sketching on
the board), the digital tools were meant to render
possible a different way of thinking architecture.
But at the time when digitalisation was ﬂourishing
and novel ways of illustrating and communicating
the architectural projects were developing, a tradi-
tional medium of architecture experienced a re-
vival—the architectural drawing. Numerous theo-
rists of architecture have attempted to explain its
revival and changing status at the beginning of the
1970s4 and have often found an answer in the cri-
sis experienced by architecture and the architectural
production at the time—crisis of the commissions
and crisis of the values of the modernist doctrine.
The moments of crisis, stated the theorists of archi-
tecture in the 1980s, when building constructions
are rare and the ideas are tentative, are also mo-
ments in which we can witness the revival of the
architectural drawing, as it becomes the medium of
the romantic dreams of the creativity. Today, in a
moment of architectural boom in the far-East coun-
tries and growing complexity of the buildings and
the cities designed, contemporary architecture
experiences a renaissance of models; model making
regains power as design practice in the architectural
ofﬁces of leading architects.
Though scale models are important tools in
architectural design, accounts on models are not
abundant as compared to the noteworthy literature
on drawings in architecture. The fashionable ques-
tion in the 90s “Why architects draw?” has found
numerous answers.5 Although the interest on mod-
els has increased tremendously in recent years,6
and so is the curiosity in the collections of architec-
tural models,7 there are no accounts outlining how
architects engage in model-making and how pre-
cisely models function in design process today.
Existing classiﬁcation systems of models do not
explain how a model interacts with its user, and do
not contribute to the understanding of the use of a
model as part of an educational process.
Amid the accounts on the functions of models
enlisted in design literature, several ones have pin-
pointed that models play as:
Expressions of internal energies and fantasies of the
architect’s mind’s eye. The model translates the
imaginary project existing only in the head of an
architect8 and transforms the inherently subjective
ideas into physical and tangible prototypes.9 Design
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Fig. 1: The show “Content” in Rotterdam
is considered as being a process of transfer of pow-
erful subjective imagination into physical form10 in
a moment of delirium and concealment.11 Models
are used to express messages.12
Communicational tools: they serve as an immediate
comprehensible means of communication among
architects, and from the other side with non-spe-
cialists13 and clients that often cannot visualize the
building without the help of the model.14 Models
serve as a guide for workmen in construction.15
Tools for narrating the building that are meant to
collect, articulate and memorize the precise spatial
information about it.16 Models provide a tool for
the examination of the relationship between the
site and the surrounding district, the shape of the
area, the number and the order of the parts of the
building.17 Replicating ancient Greek and Roman
buildings from the past models are used to create a
comprehensive view of architectural history.18
Presentational tools: Models are powerful instru-
ments for the presentation of the building to larger
audiences and persuasion of client and sponsors.19
Didactic tools: models are used to teach and trans-
fer knowledge from the master architect to the
apprentices in the studio.20
Artworks: models could have artistic or conceptual
relatively independent existence,21 which explains
the growing fascination of contemporary artists to
experiment with models and display them in muse-
ums. Besides being a self-reﬂexive expression of
architect’s insights and concepts, the architectural
model could achieve a quasi-independent status.22
The theories on models mentioned above show lit-
tle attention to how designers really work with
models on a daily basis as well as to the complexity
of the experimental and cognitive work executed
with models in architectural design and education.
So what exactly is an architectural scale model?
What are its meanings and modalities of actions in
design enquiry? What does it mean to design with
scale models at the time of digital media technolo-
gies? What are the forms of literacy and compe-
tence of scale models in design practices, their
agency, and speciﬁc ways of mobilizing a variety of
heterogeneous actors? Can we talk about a revival
of models in architectural practices and communi-
cation in contemporary architecture? 
Using the Actor-Network-Theory developed by
Bruno Latour and Michel Callon23 I followed archi-
tects at work at oma in the period of 2001–2004,
and studied extensively the practices of the team
working on the project for the extension of the
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York.24 I
followed both architects and models in their rou-
tine practices and accounted watchfully their
actions and transactions in complex spatial settings,
the materialization of the successive operations
they perform on a daily basis and the foreseen and
unforeseen consequential effects they trigger. In
this ethnographical survey of practitioners at work a
better knowledge about models as participants (not
just as representational tools) in design was gained. 
So, instead of seeking to establish a typology of
ways of designing, based on after-the-fact analysis
of architects’ accounts (interviews, autobiogra-
phies), my intention was to gain ﬁrst-hand informa-
tion about models-and-architects-in-action, and the
modalities of knowledge production and communi-
cation through models. This study drew on a variety
of sources about architectural design: conversations
among architects at work at oma; in-depth inter-
views with architects, engineers, clients and proto-
users of the building; observation of the ofﬁce envi-
ronment, practices, rites and working habits; per-
sonal (rather dilettantish) participation in model
making; visual accounts of the actors’ non-discur-
sive actions such as: movements, grasps, gestures,
and reactions. Using this variety of sources, I fol-
lowed designing architects from the model shop to
the public presentations and questioned the devel-
opment of their projects remaining close to them
and the course of their actions, intervening and
participating in little tasks. I observed them in
many situations in which they learned form each
other, from the master architect, from the cutting
instruments, from the models. I followed how
architects agree and disagree over models, how
they are given identity as a group, how they attrib-
ute meaning to their actions, engage in the repeti-
tive rituals of team discussions and public presenta-
tions, thus gradually gaining access to their own
deﬁnitions of what it means to think architecturally,
of what it means to design.
Models in action at OMA
1. Inspecting the scale models
The numerous models generated throughout design
process provide architects with a variety of ways to
observe the building. A comprehensive observation
of this complex entity is furthered from the very
ﬁrst brainstorming at the Ofﬁce for Metropolitan
Architecture (ﬁg. 2). 
“We take these models seriously and try to ana-
lyze the intention and always try to look for new
and interesting ideas out of very naïve looking mod-
els. I’m sure that some architects can laugh when
they look at this, but we are pretty serious to ana-
lyze these models.” (interview with Sho)
The models are closely observed and allow the
not-yet-existing building to be perceived and
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appreciated. By reacting to models, and letting
themselves being surprised and acted upon, as well
as by presenting models to many clients, external
visitors, and colleagues, architects can detect the
consequences of models’ actions, and those who
will experience them further on. The physical mod-
els allow the building to be experienced as a matter,
tactually or sensibly vouched for.
The building appears in the design studio as an
object in direct sensual experience: perceived by
some architects as a beautiful and gripping object
and by others as disgusting and weird. Its advan-
tages are explained by architects at work in a rich
sensual register: tactility, visual richness, corporal
accessibility and easy manipulation. That is what
makes also the physical models act in a different
way than the computer models. As architects can
touch physical models and turn them around, they
can sense them and models can tell them more.
The tactile, sensual and easy modiﬁable physical
models are much more powerful in sparking archi-
tects’ imagination than other visuals in the studio.
They have a stronger spatial presence whereas the
computer models remain hidden on the hard
drives; the sketches and plans share the ﬂatness of
the tables and the drawing boards. Physical models
actively intervene in various design operations and
engage in interaction with the ofﬁce environment.
They capture time, space and humans’ attention
and assemble architects in the physical space (see
ﬁg. 3). All models, even the unsuccessful ones, are
kept and accumulated in the ofﬁce, thus progres-
sively collecting the elements needed for the build-
ing to be deﬁned. As architects act in this very
dense “model” environment, every single encounter
with foam try-outs, models and materials from dif-
ferent projects can ﬂash their imagination and can
serve as a cognitive input for a new shape. 
There is a particular moment in the observation
process when “something” in the model compels,
invites to be seized, and is being perceived by the
architects. In the act of models’ appreciation, archi-
tects enter in a dialogue with them and this dia-
logue can trigger new possibilities for the building. 
“Sometimes the things that are more grotesque
or more repugnant in models may have some inter-
esting qualities in the process of inspection.” (inter-
view with Kunlé; ﬁg. 4) 
The “something” in the model points also to the
opportunity for the master architect to grasp the
last development of a project for a few minutes
only as he usually supervises many projects at the
same time. It also denotes a very distinctive feature
of design—its reversibility—models are kept, be-
cause it makes it possible for architects to get
always back to them: “there is something in a small
model, and after two weeks, going back to the
model you can see this thing”. Another architect
can go back to this model and interpret it with
other assumptions. The model environment stimu-
lates new encounters of models-and-architects. 
As seen in these examples, models’ observation
is in the basis of cognition in design—a tentative
and enduring process, in which architects probe dif-
ferent scenarios for the building to happen. In this
process “models spark architects’ imagination” and
“tell them more”, and that is how designers learn
from their models on a daily basis, and at the same
time constantly incorporate the knowledge gained
into them to make them more “talkative” and com-
pelling. That is, a process of shared knowledge, an
even-handed dialogue. 
2. Testing the models
Models at oma are submitted to various tests,
assembled, probed and measured to gain know-
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Fig. 2: Experimental models at oma (copyrights oma) Fig. 3: A gathering around a model (photo: Torsten Schroder)
ledge about the building-to-come. The tests with
models aim at probing parameters and data con-
nected to the building. They set the conditions
required for further operations, imply a palette of
questions concerning the unknown elements of the
building and account for ability to cope with the
new variables that are added to the existing experi-
mental conditions (ﬁg. 5).
“The entry is a difﬁcult question of Whitney, be-
cause there is already the entry of the Breuer build-
ing, so, do you have a second entry, do you keep
the Breuer building’s entry, and we had all these
issues.” (interview with Carol)
A model is quickly fabricated to answer the
questions of “what are the conditions for the
entry?” “What should the entry look like?” This
completely unknown feature of the Whitney exten-
sion has to be deﬁned, and additional knowledge
about the entry possibilities should be gained
through modelling. Thus, knowing the building
requires continuous operations and test in work,
where any knowing establishes itself through con-
tinued research with models. Every newly obtained
feature of the building is quickly visualized via
models so that architects can witness the materiali-
sation of their assumptions and can see how exactly
the model, as an entity, will look with this particu-
lar element changed 
The “entrance model” is, as we can witness, the
visual answer of the question: what is the entry
like? Architects assume, build the model, test, and
by doing so they get an answer to this question,
and extract dispositional knowledge rather than
factual one, knowledge “how” and “where”, not
knowledge “what”. Models also probe the different
scenarios for the entry and pose new questions
about the entry conditions, thus operating as pow-
erful interrogative and testing devices. This shows
the “epistemological uniqueness” of design, to use
Donald Schön’s term, lying in the double character
of this process, of simultaneously deﬁning and
answering the design questions.
In the series of experimental tests with models
the gross fact of a huge and unknown building is
progressively discriminated into a number of in-
dependent questions referring to variables: circula-
tion issues, entrance conditions, structure, etc.
Some of them had never before been observed or
even thought of in connection with the fact. After
their deﬁnition, new models are produced and
staged on the table, thus, new facets and scenarios
of the building are deﬁned. So, experimenting with
models is the chief resource in architectural reason-
ing about the building. Tests are done “to see
immediately how it looks”, argue architects; con-
templation of models in the ofﬁce environment can
often stimulate new experiments with variable con-
ditions. Thus, through models knowing appears to
be observable in exactly the same sense as are the
things that are known; there is no “something
known” apart from its knowing and identifying, and
there is no process of knowing the building apart
from the features and aspects that are being iden-
tiﬁed  (ﬁg. 6).
Depending on the questions that are being
addressed in the process of testing, answered and
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Fig. 4: inspection of working models (photo: the author)
Fig. 5: the entry model of the Whitney Museum Extension
(photo: the author)
posed anew by the models themselves, designers
are perforce taking different points of view and
mobilize a divergent repertoire of knowledge. Every
single model of the building that extracts new
knowledge is constantly confronted to the given
conditions and parameters that are known. At that
moment architects say: “now, we know more.”
There is an important cognitive dimension of the
process of gaining new “answers” to queries related
to the building and confronting them to old para-
meters. When architects say, “now we know
more’”, it means that new data is gained and added
up to the existing, and that is what would lead
designers to the ﬁnal building. To know a distant
object is to lead to it by the numerous mediators
(models) that develop harmoniously towards the
reality of the building; in this process more features
of the building are deﬁned, more unknowns are
being transformed into known(s), and architects
feel point to point that one direction is being fol-
lowed. This process of adding up new data is all
that architects practically mean by knowing the
building at all.
Thus, architects question actively their models,
test, probe and measure them, in a way that they
serve as faithful instruments of investigation.
Instead of being aesthetic illustrations of designers’
insights, models play as “collaborators” in design
enquiry and provide answers to architects’ ques-
tions, assumptions and uncertainties. They also
generate multitudes of new queries. That is, a
process of interrogations, in which both designers
and foam models exchange properties and trans-
form more unknown features of the building into
known(s).
3. Knowledge transfer in 2D-to-3D and 3D-to-2D
translations
Architects at oma use a variety of visuals simultane-
ously: “the more tools, the better, because all of
them are necessary”, argues Sarah. Thus, models
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Fig. 6: A “dialogue” of architects and models
never act alone in design, but always appear within
the ﬁne network of diagrams, plans, sketches, col-
lages, and act according to their performances and
explanatory potentials. There is no strict logic of
sequential usage of the visuals:
“They happen simultaneously and one informs
the other as you go. Maybe the diagram will give
you some kind of clarity about the physical model,
or some sketch model that somebody did can have
something actually inspiring or compelling and you
go back and ﬁnd that on the diagram and see what
are the relationships between them.” (interview
with Carol)
Sketches, diagrams, models, drawings, panels
and collages ﬂock the ofﬁce environment all to-
gether: they share the cognitive weight of the
building and make it observable in a cooperative
effort. Very often the special volumetric information
gained with the model has to be translated into ﬂat
images of different sorts: pictures, collages, pho-
tomontages, or computer models. Once the model
is built, architects take a picture of it, which is then
transferred to the computer screen and can bear
numerous corrections and manipulations with
Photoshop allowing architects to see the model in a
different way—at a closer distance. The spatial
adjacency of computers' screens and improvised
model shop corners facilitate cognitive activities
with models that are conterminous and additive to
the computer visualisations. We can notice a dis-
crepancy in the rapidness of visuals’ production: a
model of Whitney fabricated in one hour needs
more than ﬁve hours of additional Photoshop work
for the production of a good image of it. The mon-
tage can entirely manipulate the image on the com-
puter screen to the extent that architects are often
surprised by the differences:
“I’m always amazed once you take photos of a
model how much different they look, and how dif-
ferent information they provide you with than the
model itself. Even if you have the model sitting
here and the picture here, you can have completely
different perception of the space. I think that if you
take pictures of this, so you are able to get a better
idea of the sequence of movements through the
spaces, or the way the materials are applied to the
spaces, and also the scale of art in comparison with
the people.” (interview with Sarah, June 2002)
Architects spend hours manipulating images of
Whitney models on the screen. I followed them in
these manipulations and I almost wondered why
architects do not begin modelling straight ahead on
the screen instead of engaging in numerous time-
consuming craft operations of foam slicing and
shaping. They argue that screen models “allow dis-
covering things” and obtaining new data about the
building; they can extract an accurate description of
a particular portion of the building, or even de-
scribe it entirely. On the screen you can “zoom the
model and zoom and zoom, and you will have
every detail that you want”, says Erez. This process
of unlimited zooming can continue to the extent
that a minor detail like the door handle can be
deﬁned with precision on the screen. When such
details are being visualized, the model looses the
capacity to account elements, which are visible on
the physical models: site speciﬁcity, relations with
the adjacent buildings, street and cityscape. 
Hence, although physical models prevail in this
ofﬁce, there is a simultaneous process of modelling
on screen and modelling with foam. In this way all
aspects of the building can be accounted: details
and proportions (on the screen) and spatial and
volumetric capacities of the building (in the imme-
diacy of the foam model). 
The feeling of scale and spatial presence cannot
be sketched nor drawn and it remains unique on
the physical models and cannot be obtained with
computer images. Architects constantly go back to
the two-dimensional presentations of the building,
back and forth, between foam models and dia-
grams, sketches and models, screen and paper. The
interaction of drawings, models and photography
provides a more realistic picture of the building. As
Porter put it: “it is through the adoption of multi-
views of its impression and its metamorphic testing
along two, three and four dimensions that we allow
a new conception to ‘breathe’ and simultaneously
extend our power of visualisation. By making draw-
ings from physical models and transferring graphic
information into three-dimensional constructs we
also increase our knowledge and experience of
media.”25 At oma I observed a continuous trans-
mission of information among the different visuals,
zooming into details and zooming out to the bigger
representation with more context elements, con-
verting the imperceptible traces of the image into
foam features of the model; context into content.
The 2-D representations of a model serve like a
microscope that allow architects to have a closer
view on the model and discover things that cannot
be noticed in an usual 3-D setting of observation.
A speciﬁc kind of hidden dispositional knowledge
gets communicated and revealed in the 2D-to-3D
and 3D-to-2D translations. The knowledge discov-
ered in the careful examination of ﬂat images of a
model incites architects to go back to the physical
model and modify it afterwards according to that
series of minuscule changes perceived in the pro-
cess of zooming the images on the screen. After the
model is corrected and “made up” during long
hours of repetitive Photoshop-moves, architects
produce photomontages with the purpose to see
how the building looks in the streetscape with
adjacent buildings around and how it ﬁts into the
city fabric; that is, to obtain dispositional know-
ledge at a larger contextual level. The photomon-
tage accommodates more context elements and
brings more details about people, buildings, city,
cars, and trees. On its basis, a new site model can
be produced. Thus, ﬂat images are tools for gener-
ating better models; models are tools to make bet-
ter images. 
Models Regain Power
The examples of work with models at oma reﬂect
on how architects learn from their models about
the-building-to-come and how various heteroge-
neous material settings function to generate episte-
mological effects. Mobilizing the models through 1)
inspection, 2) testing, probing and experimenting
with models, and 3) knowledge transfer in 2D-to-
3D and 3D-to-2D translations, architects from oma
gain new data about the future building. Design
activities, as many authors have argued, are collec-
tive and collaborative. The social nature of the
design process has been studied in terms of how
designers interact with other human actors (clients
or professional colleagues) and how these social
interactions inﬂuence the activities of teamwork in
design. Following the design methodology of
Koolhaas, we can witness that more often today
architects think-while-modelling, and humans share
their cognitive activities with a variety non-hu-
mans.26 Scale models are used as important cogni-
tive tools in the design enquiry and are applied to
understand unknown features of the building.
Incorporating the results of previous investigations
of designers, as well as the site conditions and the
requirements of client and sponsors, models form
the starting points for further steps of the building’s
reﬁnement, and trigger new directions of explo-
ration. They function as instruments of investigation
and experiment, measurement and correction.
Knowing a building is a complex process: it requires
activities that are socially distributed amongst archi-
tects, and technologically distributed between peo-
ple and artefacts in design. The “distributed cogni-
tion”27 of designing architects are embedded in the
collective practices of work with models and is
equally shared by a variety of visuals as models ne-
ver act alone: sketches, diagrams, drawings, panels,
collages and models ﬂock the ofﬁce environment all
together, share the cognitive weight of the building
and make it observable. Acting complementarily,
they shape a process of continuous knowledge
transfer, in which the building is gradually getting
known. 
The ethnography of the practices of the ofﬁce of
Koolhaas and the recent shows “Content” that
criss-crossed the most prominent European exhibi-
tion venues in 2004 and 2005 witness for the
greater power that physical models gradually regain
at the time of digital media technologies both in
the design process and in the communication with
clients. In the model-dominated environment of
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the ofﬁce of Koolhaas digital images play a second-
ary role whereas physical models prevail.
One of the main concerns of architectural theo-
ry remains to show how the idea “comes” to the
designer, triggers design reﬂection and enacts prac-
tices. Having in mind these examples from the
design practices of the ofﬁce of Koolhaas, can we
still state that architecture today is produced by
imaginary, which is materialized in numerous digital
images? Following architects at work at oma, we
can rather argue that architectural imagination
derives from a process of executive doing, a tedious
and time consuming process of manipulation of
matters, physical environments and tools. This
process of making is also a process of knowing, a
process of knowing with eyes and ﬁngers, in which
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the corporeal involvement and expression of
designers matter to a greater extent for the produc-
tion and communication of knowledge, and the
non-discursive actions co-exist with the discursive
ones. As seen in the ofﬁce of Koolhaas, physical
models make a building observable and thinkable
in time and space and enable us to gain access to
the various ways, in which architects “think with
hands”. What they actively strive to achieve in
design venture is to render their models more talk-
ative, inquisitive and versatile, so as to make possi-
ble that at a certain point models as non-humans
begin to act upon their makers and interact with
architects and visuals, sharing together the process
of making and the cognitive weight of a building-
to-come. 
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